During your visit to the Mummies exhibition, you learned that the people of ancient Egypt and ancient Peru created mummies. Now you will write an essay in which you will describe two mummies that you observed in the exhibition.

First, write an introduction to your essay. Then, describe a mummy from ancien Peru. Your description should include both what it looks like on the outside and what its scan shows about the inside. Include a labeled drawing of the mummy with a caption. Next, describe a mummy from ancient Egypt. Your description should include both what it looks like on the outside and what its scan shows about the inside. Include a labeled drawing of the mummy with a caption. Lastly, write a concluding paragraph.

Have you ever went to the American Museum of Natural History before? In the museum, you can see many cool things from long time ago and learn facts about them. The best part of the museum is the mummy exhibit. In the exhibit, you can see two different types of mummies from different places. One is from Peru and one is from Egypt. In the exhibit, you can also see the inside of the mummies using the CT-scan and the X-ray inside the exhibit.

In the Egypt section, there are many interesting mummies and cool facts about it. One of the mummy was the Gilded Lady. It was made in 30 BC - AD 395. The outside of the lady was a lady and the face was golden. The inside of the mummy was skeletons of the lady laying down and it's hand was in front of her chest and on her shoulders. There are also many interesting facts about these mummies. One fact was that Egyptians mummified their dead so their spirits can live on in the next
world. Another fact about the Egyptian mummies is that they are buried under dry and hot sand by accident.

There is another section in the exhibit which is the Peru section. They also have interesting mummies that people can discover. For example, you can see the lady and the two children. The outside looks like a lady. But at the inside of the mummy, you can see the bones of a lady hugging her children. It also shows that some of the bones that are broken.

There are also many cool facts about the mummies from Peru. For example, one of the facts is that mummification allowed the living to remain connected with the dead. Another interesting fact is that the Peruvians simplified the process by creating mummies using the dry desert climate.

Both sections of mummies have very interesting facts and mummies to explore and learn about. You can even use a CT scan or X-ray to look inside the mummy. You can also learn about different things that different people from different places do. You can also
explore the inside and outside of the mummy using the CT-scan and the X-ray. You can also learn about facts about the mummies. Many people will want to go back to the mummy exhibit again because they can find out new cool things about the mummies in the mummy exhibit.
Caption:
The face is golden and the hands are in front of the bones.
Caption:

The lady is hugging her childrens and there are broken bones.